
 

 

What exactly is the Reservoir and how 
does it help support the DRIP price? 
(Intermediate) 
 

Introduction 

The DRIP ecosystem has always had the Reservoir from its very beginning, but 

until recently the Reservoir and its function was not very well known. So why is 

it so important to invest in the Reservoir in addition to the Faucet?  The reason 

is that it provides liquidity to DRIP and also supports the DRIP price at the same 

time. 

Those who are considering contributing to the Reservoir in order to support (or 

increase) the DRIP price often ask if their contributions matter, and the definite 

answer is YES.  A major part of all the contributions to the Reservoir come from 

small investors. It makes sense if you think about it: there are a lot of small 

investors and relatively few whales. Participation in both the Faucet and the 

Reservoir is important for the health of the overall DRIP ecosystem since it 

decreases price volatility while there is selling pressure, and it also supports the 

DRIP price while also increasing the DRIP price floor. This community effort to 

grow the Reservoir matters to all DRIP investors and offers every DRIP investor 

the opportunity to “hold the line” during each bear market cycle. 

The great thing about the Reservoir is that it is suitable for everybody, both big 

and small investors. Even if you invest just a little in the Reservoir, you can 

occasionally claim BNB rewards to help pay for gas fees to hydrate your deposits 

in the Faucet. You can also invest more and gain a larger share in the Reservoir, 

or you can continue to compound to increase your share in the Reservoir to 

support the DRIP price even further. 

In the Reservoir, you buy the “DROPS” token which provides liquidity for the 

DRIP/BNB pair.  The price of this token depends on DRIP, but it is noticeably less 

volatile.  For example, recently there was an approximate 2X drop in the DRIP 

price, but it only resulted in just around a ~15% decrease in the value of DROPS: 

• 2022-04-24 - DROPS price was 13.0 BNB when the DRIP price was $32.51 



 

 

• 2022-05-23 - DROPS price was 11.0 BNB when the DRIP price was $16.54 

Less price volatility makes the DROPS token a very low risk investment, and with 

the Reservoir you can also potentially earn ~100%+ APY. It is preferable that you 

hold your base investment in the Reservoir for the long-term, and then either 

compound periodically to increase your share in the Reservoir or claim BNB 

rewards. 

 

The Reservoir deposit plan 

 

Credit: Kanji, Reservoir Group Admin; Product of Easy Step Roundtable 

This deposit plan serves as a standard of what should be deposited into 

Reservoir per year based on one’s Faucet deposit balance.  

This plan aims to maintain current momentum while fairly distributing the 

required BNB across multiple brackets, assigning the greater BNB amount to 

members with larger deposits in faucet. 

The Reservoir is a profitable investment. Members may choose to deposit 

more than required to earn 100%+ APY, raise the price floor, and increase 

value of 1% daily earning from faucet. 

 



 

 

The Reservoir multiplies your profit from 
the Faucet 
How much difference does the Reservoir make? Perhaps an example will make 

it easier to understand: 

On September 27, 2021 DRIP’s native DEX supply was 138K and the price was 

about $7, and there were about 200 DROPS in the Reservoir at the time. The 

price probably would have been around $6 if the supply would have been 

roughly 149K at the time. 

On May 22, 2022 we had 662.7 DROPS in the Reservoir and the price was 

$18.37 with a supply of 149.235K on the native DEX. 

Thanks to the Reservoir that price is 3 times higher than it would have been, 

and was also thanks to all the individuals who invested!  This means that Faucet 

profitability is 3 times higher now in terms of BNB than it would have been for 

the same DRIP deposit back in September 2021. As you can probably see by now, 

the Reservoir protects both new and old investors by providing more price 

stability. 

The Reservoir is currently supporting the DRIP price during this bear cycle, but it 

can also help the price pump higher during the next bull cycle.  Just imagine how 

high the price could go when we reach a native DEX supply of less than 30K 

again! 

This demonstrates the power of the Reservoir and how it can help to support 

the price even under extreme selling pressure. This is possible thanks to all 

investors in our community who care about long-term DRIP sustainability. In 

addition to your own understanding importance of the Reservoir, it’s essential 

that you also share this knowledge with new community members who are not 

yet aware of the Reservoir. 

  



 

 

Positive Feed Loop 

 

Product of the Easy Step RoundTable; credit: @Lissanro; Vision/Input: @cryptovonix @easystep 

This illustration shows how after each bear-bull cycle we can achieve a higher 

price floor and new ATH (all-time-high). The Faucet pays rewards daily in DRIP, 

but eventually investors will decide for themselves whether or not to sell DRIP 

and then get BNB. As a result, DRIP supply will increase and its price will 

decrease. However, investors can invest part of their BNB profits into the 

Reservoir which will allow them to earn BNB rewards without selling DROPS or 

DRIP. This will also increase the DRIP price floor and help push it up during a 

bear cycle. When a new bull cycle starts, the Reservoir will help to achieve a new 



 

 

ATH, which in turn increases rewards from the Faucet in terms of BNB, and so 

on. Positive feedback loop. 

Not only does this make DRIP more sustainable and also more profitable, it also 

makes it more attractive for new investors due to lesser price volatility. As 

already mentioned above, growing the Reservoir is important for our DRIP 

community as a whole for long-term sustainability of the DRIP ecosystem. 

 

The Reservoir Movement 

Even before the Reservoir and its important role in the DRIP ecosystem started 

to become common knowledge, the overall long-term trend for the Reservoir 

balance was continuing to increase at a steady rate. 

Ironically, not all early Reservoir investors even understood why the Reservoir 

was important - they were focused only on profits. Since it is more profitable to 

hold a base investment in the Reservoir long-term rather than to withdraw it, 

this motivated even those who do not understand the Reservoir to remain 

invested because withdrawing from the Reservoir would like be forfeiting the 

chance to hold a profitable asset which can literally earn BNB forever. Further, 

since the Reservoir’s revenues comes from transaction taxes, it is very 

sustainable and low risk. But profitability in the Reservoir is just a bonus – its 

primary goal is to provide liquidity and support DRIP as we discussed earlier. 

Drip is a year old now, so why wasn’t the Reservoir more popular before if it is 

so important? The answer is simple: most investors just did not know about it. 

Even though it is right there on the DRIP community website, it is necessary to 

read the whitepaper carefully to fully understand it. Of course, most investors 

will rely on such sources as YouTube, Medium articles, chats and other social 

platforms to find guidance, and if something is not popular or not yet common 

knowledge, they often miss it. 

However, as soon as people start realizing how useful and important the 

Reservoir is, and that even small contributions like 0.1-0.3 BNB can make such a 

noticeable difference, more and more investors will start putting their money in 

the Reservoir, both big and small. This can be seen on the graph below and in 

the last month alone, we have more DROPS invested than even in an entire year 

before: 



 

 

 

This is possible because when we combine our efforts as a community and share 

our knowledge with each other by educating new investors, we can achieve a 

much higher floor price for DRIP than would ever be possible otherwise. 

In this effort to achieve a $100 price floor, we need the community to be 

educated on the Reservoir, and you may consider joining the Reservoir chat 

t.me/dripreservoir to learn more about everything there is to know the 

Reservoir. The Reservoir stats and progress on our goals are posted on the 

channel every day, and you can also run the Telegram program by inputting the 

/sitrep command to ask Rose in the chat. 

At the time of this writing (2022-05-26), the first goal is to reach 15.3K BNB 

worth of DROPs in the Reservoir. What would it mean to achieve this goal? Here 

are few examples: 

https://t.me/dripreservoir


 

 

Assuming the current supply is at 135K, the number of DROPS in the Reservoir 

is worth 15.3K BNB, and the BNB price is at $300, the Reservoir Support would 

be about $34. Or the floor price could be $45.33 if the price of BNB would go to 

$400. 

If the supply goes up to 150K, assuming the BNB price is $300, the Reservoir 

Support would be $30.60 (or $40.80 if BNB price is $400). This is a very good 

result for our first goal and we can achieve it in a reasonable amount of time. 

If the BNB price was $400 and the supply was 63K (it is possible that in next bear 

cycle the supply will be lower than it is now because of the many new use cases 

for DRIP in the future), the Reservoir Support could be almost $100 in this case 

with 15.3K BNB worth of DROPs in the Reservoir. 

Of course, no body know the future prices, and there are could be other 

scenarios, for example, when we reach our first goal, 15.3K BNB in the Reservoir, 

if BNB price will be $150 with the DRIP supply equal to 250K, then the Reservoir 

Support will be $9.18, and actual DRIP price will be a bit higher than that, around 

$9.5 probably, maintaining current price level. Which is not bad at all in such a 

worst-case scenario. Or if BNB remains at $225 price when we reach the goal of 

15.3 BNB, then the Reservoir support will be at $13.77 with very high 250K DRIP 

supply, and DRIP price most likely will be about $14 in this scenario. 

I suggest watching this excellent video by Easy Step if you want to know more: 

youtu.be/_vReKvqx2x0 “The Truth about Reservoir & $100 Price Floor - Drip 

Network”. 

 
How to calculate DROPS value and 

Reservoir Support (the price floor) 

You can calculate current price floor yourself, which also known as the Reservoir 

Support:  

There are multiple ways to calculate the Reservoir Support. I can describe how I 

usually do it. 

First, I check current Reservoir balance here: 

bscscan.com/token/0x4fe59adcf621489ced2d674978132a54d432653a?a=0xB

486857fac4254A7ffb3B1955EE0C0A2B2ca75AB#tokenAnalytics. 

https://youtu.be/_vReKvqx2x0
https://bscscan.com/token/0x4fe59adcf621489ced2d674978132a54d432653a?a=0xB486857fac4254A7ffb3B1955EE0C0A2B2ca75AB%23tokenAnalytics
https://bscscan.com/token/0x4fe59adcf621489ced2d674978132a54d432653a?a=0xB486857fac4254A7ffb3B1955EE0C0A2B2ca75AB%23tokenAnalytics


 

 

Let’s assume that currently Reservoir balance is 707.2868 DROPS. 

Then you need to know how much each DROPS token is worth in terms of BNB. 

You can check this either on the Reservoir page on DRIP community website or 

on bscscan: 

bscscan.com/address/0xB486857fac4254A7ffb3B1955EE0C0A2B2ca75AB#read

Contract, look for calculateTaxedBnbToTokenLiquidity function and try to 

query with a number of 1000000000000000000 (which is equal to 1 BNB). The 

result will be a large number, if you divide it by 1000000000000000000 (1e18 

in scientific notation, which means there are 18 zeros in total) you will get the 

same value as on the Reservoir page for 1 BNB (except on the page number of 

decimal places is limited and the last one is rounded). 

If using bscscan looks too complicated, you can just take the value from the 

Reservoir page instead, but it will be less precise. In both cases you get how 

much DROPS for each BNB you will receive after 10% tax. 

If one BNB will buy approximately 0.0828 DROPS after 10% tax, that means each 

DROPS token is worth: 

1 / (0.083 / 0.9) ≈ 10.843 BNB 

Therefore, current Reservoir balance value is: 

707.2868 * 10.843 ≈ 7669.375 BNB 

If current BNB price is $328.10, then the Reservoir balance is worth 

$2516321.94. If current supply is 166927, the Reservoir Support price is: 

$2516321.94 / 166927 ≈ $15.07 

You can calculate Locked DROPS Support in a similar way, just instead of 

Reservoir DROPS balance, you use lockedTokenBalance value from 

bscscan.com/address/0xB486857fac4254A7ffb3B1955EE0C0A2B2ca75AB#read

Contract (you need to divide it by 1e18 to get the actual value in DROPS). Or you 

can use Total Value Locked from the Reservoir page on DRIP community 

website, if you prefer not to use bscscan. 

To summarize, the Reservoir Support can be calculated using the following 

formula: 

RESERVOIR_SUPPORT = 1 / (SINGLE_BNB_DROPS_AFTER_TAX / 0.9) * 

CURRENT_DROPS_BALANCE * BNB_PRICE / DRIP_SUPPLY 

https://bscscan.com/address/0xB486857fac4254A7ffb3B1955EE0C0A2B2ca75AB%23readContract
https://bscscan.com/address/0xB486857fac4254A7ffb3B1955EE0C0A2B2ca75AB%23readContract


 

 

If you are interested to know more about the DROPS token and how its value in 

terms of BNB affects rewards, consider watching this video youtu.be/tEIp4xxl55I 

“Reservoir is Printing Money!! DROP Token - Reservoir Liquidity - DRIP Network” 

by EasyStep Investing. 

 

Where to find historical data and charts 

dune.com/crypto586/DRIP-Reservoir has historic data you can look it (but their 

historic prices of DROPS token and the Reservoir balance value in BNB are 

incorrect, and need to be multiplied by 0.9 to determine the actual value). 

Also, you can get historic data about the Reservoir DROPS balance on bscscan: 

bscscan.com/token/0x4fe59adcf621489ced2d674978132a54d432653a?a=0xB

486857fac4254A7ffb3B1955EE0C0A2B2ca75AB#tokenAnalytics. 

 

Conclusion 

Investing in the Reservoir is a win-win-win – it supports the DRIP price, protects 

the value of investment at the Faucet, and DROPS in the Reservoir are relatively 

stable in price.  Therefore, funds invested in the Reservoir are less exposed to 

the price volatility and continue to hold a high value even when DRIP price 

decreases. For these reasons it is preferable not to withdraw your base 

investment from the Reservoir, but instead keep building up your deposit over 

time by periodically compounding. Of course, you can always choose to claim 

your BNB rewards to pay for gas fees or to hydrate your Faucet, for example. 

 

Credits 

This article was written by Lissanro Rayen. I am a member of the DRIP Players 

Team (t.me/drip_players) and Easy Step Roundtable. I love sharing knowledge 

about DRIP ecosystem and the Reservoir in particular, and helping others or 

answering their question when I can. I do not expect anything in return, but just 

in case somebody would like to support my work directly, feel free to donate 

airdrop to my buddy address: 

0x92AFabb185993659E0B0B9A986fa2330d97015eA 

http://youtu.be/tEIp4xxl55I
https://dune.com/crypto586/DRIP-Reservoir
https://bscscan.com/token/0x4fe59adcf621489ced2d674978132a54d432653a?a=0xB486857fac4254A7ffb3B1955EE0C0A2B2ca75AB%23tokenAnalytics
https://bscscan.com/token/0x4fe59adcf621489ced2d674978132a54d432653a?a=0xB486857fac4254A7ffb3B1955EE0C0A2B2ca75AB%23tokenAnalytics
https://t.me/drip_players


 

 

Or if you are new to DRIP and want to join, please consider using this buddy 

address. 

Discussions in the Reservoir chat t.me/dripreservoir and EasyStep Investing 

educational videos (youtube.com/channel/UChz8KvdHkhhCvPV41efDFAA) 

helped me and others to understand the Reservoir better, and made writing this 

article possible. Please consider joining the chat if you are interested in the 

Reservoir and supporting the DRIP price. 

This article is one of a series originally published on the DRIP Players website 

(www.dripplayers.com) which is a One-Stop-Shop of all the best DRIP content 

from the community. Please visit the website to view other articles and videos 

about the DRIP ecosystem, DRIP-related Charts, Calculators, Statistics, 

Testimonials, FAQ’s, How To’s, Glossary and more. 

 

www.dripplayers.com 

This article is also published on Medium: 

medium.com/@Lissanro/what-exactly-is-the-reservoir-and-how-

does-it-help-support-the-drip-price-3c9d513b3756. 

https://t.me/dripreservoir
https://youtube.com/channel/UChz8KvdHkhhCvPV41efDFAA
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